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Two round shaft plain bearing techno
ologies are exxplored from a tribological and applicattion standpoiint. The
first techno
ology is exemplified in the PBC Linear Simplicity® be aring, which consists of a self‐lubricatin
ng liner
bonded to the inside off an essentiallly cylindrical shell.
s
The seccond technology is found in the IGUS D
DryLin®
bearing based on a self‐lubricating inje
ection molded
d liner affixedd to the insidee of a similar shell. The tribological
and perform
hese properties in application are
mance properrties are considered, and then the rami fications of th
investtigated. The results indicaate that substtantial differeences in beariing life should
d be expected
d.
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Introduction
There are a number of alternative technologies available in the application of linear bearings. Geometric
configuration is a first level consideration, basically defining systems that can support a moment about the axis
of motion, sometimes called profile rail, and those systems that are not so constrained, identified as round
shaft. Round shaft bearings offer certain advantages, such as ease of application and use. Within the family of
round shaft bearings, there are further classifications, including rolling element and plain. There are a number
of criteria driving the selection of plain over rolling element bearings, including vibration and shock, harsh
environments, prohibitions on lubricants, such criteria might be the case in food or clean room applications, etc.
Two basic families of round shaft plain bearings are delineated by the liner, the part of the bearing that makes
contact with, and slides against the shaft. The first type, where the liner is formed of a material loaded with
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and bonded to the shell, is exemplified by PBC Linear’s Simplicity® Bearing. A
second type, where the liner is injection molded and mechanically fastened to the shell, is exemplified by the
Igus DryLin® Bearing.

History
Plain bearings are the most ubiquitous of bearings. Any occurrence of sliding may be considered a plain
bearing. The historical use of plain bearings is documented back to ancient Egypt, and it is reasonable to
suppose that the technology has been employed since the beginning of hominid sentience. Leonardo Da Vinci
was one of the first scientists to study and analyze plain bearings. His findings and those of Coulomb form
important components of our understanding of friction. The modern plain bearing is the result of literally
thousands of years of evolution.

Definitions
Maximum Pressure

The maximum allowable compressive stress that can be applied to the material before
permanent deformation.
Maximum Speed
The limit on the relative rate of displacement between liner and shaft surfaces
PV Value
Pressure x Velocity, where Pressure is equal to the effective surface area times the
applied load.
Maximum PV
The maximum dynamic performance rating of a Plain Bearing.
Coefficient of Friction The ratio of applied to normal forces required to attain relative motion
Plain Bearing
A sliding bearing that does not contain moving parts or rolling elements, such as balls.
Plane Bearing
Common alternate spelling of “Plain” bearing most commonly found in North America.
See “Plain Bearing” for definition.
Tribology
The science and engineering of interacting surfaces in relative motion, including the
principles of friction, lubrication and wear.
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Theory
TThe base tech
hnologies diffe
er in their pro
ocessing and the moleculaar structures tthat present tthemselves to the
sshaft surface. Tribological performance
e is at least paartially attribuutable to the molecular diifferences. So
ome of
tthe importantt operating prroperties for each liner are
e cited in tab le 1. Furtherr, there are so
ome geometrric
d
differences th
hat affect the contact betw
ween liner and
d shaft. The ttwo prospecttive bearings are shown in figure 1.
Tab
ble 1: Tribolo
ogical propertties of liners
Manu
ufacturer
PBC
P Linear
Mode
el/material
Simplicity/Frelon Goold1
Maxim
mum pressure, psi
3,000
Maxim
mum speed, ft/min,
f
dry
3003
Maxim
mum PV, psi•
•ft/min
20,000
Coefficient of frictiion
0.125

us
Igu
DryLin R/Iglidur J2
5,07
75
394
44
9,70
00
0.06 to
o 0.18

Igu
us OJUI‐01‐122
PBC Linear FLN12
F

Figu
ure 1: Geomettries of selectted bearings5
TThe Igus bearring features a number off axial cuts on
n the Inside D
Diameter (ID ). These cuts present a ssomewhat
rreduced area of liner contacting the shaft surface while
w
reducingg a possible tangential con
nstraint. The reduction
in area resultts in higher contact presssures that undermine
u
thhe Factor of Safety as reelated to thee material
P
Pressure Velo
ocity limit. The Factor of Saafety and Pre
essure Velocitty limits will b
be discussed ffurther.
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C
Case Stud
dy
erties have ra mifications o
on expected p
performance.. Figure 2
In application, the tribologgical and geometric prope
ggraphically presents an application exam
mple. Table 2 defines thee parameters for this application examp
ple, which
iss based loose
ely on a food processing axxis. External lu
ubricants aree prohibited.

Bearings
Shaftrails

Figure
e 2: Applicatioon

Axis orie
entation
Number of shafts
Shaft diaameter, inch
Distance
e between shaafts on
center, inch
Bearingss per shaft
Distance
e between bearing centers,
inch
Total loaad, lbf
Momentts, in•lbf

Table 2: App
plication paraameters
Horizontaal
Drivve type
2
Strooke length, in
n
0.75
Perriod, s
Dutty cycle, %
6
2
6
53
negligible
e

Shuut down per yyear, weeks
Tem
mperature
Waashdown
Othher chemicalss

crank
12
2.5
100
2
ambien
nt
none
none

TThe failure criiteria for this application are
a two‐fold. First, the weear criterion o
of 0.0075 in. m
must not be eexceeded.
W
Wear in excesss of this figu
ure will cause unacceptable positioningg error of thee axis. Secon
nd, the PV lim
mit cannot
b
be exceeded. Exceeding th
he PV limit caan cause overrheating of thhe liner materrial, high wear and possible lock‐up.
A factor of saffety can reaso
onably be app
plied to the PV
P limit to redduce the prob
bability of cattastrophic faillure.
In most appliccations it is desirable to design for a be
earing life of at least one yyear. This prrovides some flexibility
ffor Preventive Maintenan
nce (PM), so that bearingg replacemennt can be sch
heduled for tthe yearly sh
hut‐down.
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Further it reduces the likelihood that production time will be lost due to shut down to replace worn or failed
bearings. Accordingly the yearly travel for the conditions cited is:
T = (2S/P)tPM

(1)

Where:
T
S
P
tPM

= travel
= stroke
= period
= time to scheduled PM bearing replacement

In this example the total travel in one year is 3.00(108) or 300 million inches. This then is the target travel
against which the predicted lives will be evaluated.
Since this is a crank application the position of the system at any time about the center plane can be estimated
as:
x = S sin(2πt/P)
(2)
Where:
= position of carriage about center plane
x
t
= time
The maximum velocity can be found by differentiation:
vmax = 2πS/P

(3)

Where:
vmax

= Maximum velocity

In this application the maximum velocity is 30.16 in/s. Differentiating again yields the maximum acceleration:
amax = S(2π/P)2

(4)

Where:
amax

= maximum acceleration

In this application the maximum acceleration is 75.80 in/s2.
As a starting point, a ¾ inch diameter nominal shaft system was selected. From the PBC Linear General Catalog,
page 52, and from the Igus online expert system, DryLin Expert 2.0 by Igus (UK) Ltd.,
http://www.igus.co.uk/DryLinexpert/default.aspx, the expected wear in this application may be estimated. In
the case of PBC, the wear rate was interpolated and rounded up from the graph provided, and the travel at the
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w
wear limit calculated. The wear rate byy this method was estimat ed as 2.5 (10‐‐5) or 25 millio
onths inch of wear per
m
million inchess of travel. Fo
or the Igus pro
oduct, the traavel at the weear limit was obtained by iterating the running
d
distance, i.e. travel
t
to attaiin the wear limit. An exem
mplar page froom the experrt system is sh
hown below.

Figure 3: Exemplar paage from Iguss DryLin Expe rt System 2.00 by Igus (UK) Ltd.

R
Results, Life
L and Co
ost
G
Graph 1, and table 3 present the estim
mated travel of the bearinng systems to
o attain the w
wear limit. A
Additional
ssizes of the Iggus product are
a displayed for comparisson to the appplication req
quirements, ssince the initiial size 12
d
did not provid
de sufficient life. Refer to figure 4 for a representatiion of the relaative bearing sizes.

Travel to we
ear limit, millions of inches
350
0

Travel, millions of inches

300
0

250
0

200
0

150
0

100
0

50
0

0
Igus/OJUI-01
1-12

PBC Linear/FLN12

Igus/OJUI-01-16

Igus/OJU
UI-01-20

Ig
gus/OJUI-01-24

on
Product designatio

Graph
h 1: Estimated
d travel lives tto wear limit 6,7
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3 Estimated travel and co
omparison to application rrequirementss 6,7
Table 3:
Product designation

Nominal sh
haft
diameter, in

Travvel to wear lim
mit,
milllions of inchess

Travel target / Traveel
to
o wear limit

Bearin
ng
replacem
ments

PBC Lin
near/FLN12

0.75

300

1.0

0

igus/O
OJUI‐01‐12

0.75

93.48

3.1

3

Igus/O
OJUI‐01‐16

1.00

146.9

2.0

2

Igus/O
OJUI‐01‐20

1.25

169.7

1.7

1

Igus/O
OJUI‐01‐24

1.50

196.5

1.5

1

TThe third colu
umn defines the
t ratio betw
ween the targget travel andd the estimatted travel to wear limit. W
When this
rratio exceeds unity, the im
mplication is a requiremen
nt to replace tthe bearings.. The last column is an esstimate of
tthe number of
o times the bearings
b
need
d replacementt within the ttime between
n scheduled P
PM service, in
n this case
o
one year, durring which tim
me the application is out of
o service. Noote that in th
he case of thee Igus/OJUI‐0
01‐16, two
b
bearing lives are just shortt of making the required travel,
t
but thhe ratio of traavel target to
o travel to weear limit is
rrounded to asssume sufficie
ent bearing liffe.

Igus OJUI‐01
1‐24

Igus OJU I‐01‐20

Igus OJU
UI‐01‐16
Igus OJUI‐01‐12
PBC Linear FLN12

Figure 4: Relaative sizes of bearings
FFrom a budggetary standp
point, both the number of
o bearing chhanges, as w
well as an in
ncrease in system size
rrepresent cosst risers. An estimate
e
of th
he cost of the initial installaation is offereed in table 4.
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Table 4: Costs associated with initial bearing installation 8,9
Product
designation
Igus/OJUI‐01‐12

Cost, 4
bearings
$61.56

Cost, 2 shaft‐
rails
$612.82

$674.38

Percentage of
lowest cost
100%

PBC Linear/FLN12

$74.36

$612.82

$687.18

102%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐16

$105.32

$730.24

$835.56

124%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐20

$173.72

$878.56

$1,052.28

156%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐24

$202.52

$989.74

$1,192.26

177%

Initial cost

The lowest cost in column 4 is printed in bold, in this case the Igus/OJUI‐01‐12. Table 5 recites the required
bearing replacements as presented in table 3. Again, the lowest cost is printed in bold in column 3, this time the
PBC Linear/FLN12.
Table 5: Costs to Preventive Maintenance (PM)
Product
designation
PBC Linear/FLN12

Bearing
replacements
0

$687.18

Percentage of
lowest cost
100%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐12

3

$859.06

125%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐16
Igus/OJUI‐01‐20

1

$940.88

137%

1

$1,226.00

178%

Igus/OJUI‐01‐24

1

$1,394.78

203%

Total cost

The shaft rails are steel and will likely not need replacement. The lowest initial cost is achieved by the
Igus/OJUI‐01‐12. The Pacific/FLN12 costs $12.80, or 2% more. Within the time period to the first scheduled PM,
however, the bearings will require replacement in order to avoid a wear failure. In the case that the equipment
is built by an Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), then the end user should expect to incur more than $180
in replacement bearings; 3 replacements of 4 bearings at $61.56 equals $184.68. In the case that the OEM
operates the equipment for its own purposes then the Igus/OJUI‐01‐12 results in an increase in cost of $171.88,
or 25% more than the PBC Linear/FLN12. The cost to scheduled PM is then the yearly cost, to be incurred every
year that the system is in service. Further, the initial cost, as well as any replacement cost, rises with an increase
in equipment size.
Additional replacement expenses will be realized through shipping, administrative and installation costs, and
downtime incurred as a result of replacing bearings. These costs can vary wildly, so Table 6 is a very rough
attempt to make estimates. A row is left to the reader to add additional cost components not recited here, and
a column is left for different values of cost components. The second column, indicating 0 replacements, includes
the other costs for a one time installation.
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Table 6: Oth
her costs asso
ociated with bbearing replaccements
Cost component
Mainten
nance
Administtration
Shipp
ping
Lost prod
duction
User spe
ecific 1
User spe
ecific 2
Total “Othe
er” Costs

0
$50.00
$25.00
$15.00
$150.00
$
‐
$
‐
$240.00

Numbeer of Replacem
ments
1
2
3
$100.00
$150.00
$$200.00
$50.00
$75.00
$$100.00
$30.00
$45.00
$60.00
$300.00
$450.00
$$600.00
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$
‐
$480.00
$720.00
$$960.00

x
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

R
Results, PV
P and cosst
In evaluation of the secon
nd performan
nce criterion,, based on PV
V, the effective areas of each bearingg need be
d
defined to de
etermine the pressure. Th
he accepted method
m
of deetermining prressure in this class of beaaring is to
d
divide the load by the projected area off the bearing in the plane of loading. In
n the case of a simple borre, such as
tthe PBC Lineaar product, th
he projected area is the product of thee inner diameeter and the length. In th
he case of
tthe Igus produ
uct, however, the area is the
t sum of the projected aareas of the d
discrete pads in the plane o
of loading
(refer to figure 5).
Igus/OJUI01
1‐12

PBC Linear/FLN12

Effective surface
area
Figure 5: Projected a reas
TTable 7, top of next page
e, presents th
he effective bearing areaas, the resulttant operatin
ng pressures, PV’s and
ccomparison to PV limits. The Factor of Safety (FO
OS) is calcula ted by dividiing the PV limit, column 5, by the
aapplication PV
V in column 4.
4 The last column is analo
ogous to a ‘coost of reliabilitty’, where the cost of the bearing is
d
divided by the
e Factor of Saafety.
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Table 7: PV values and limits
Product
designation
Igus/OJUI‐01‐12
Igus/OJUI‐01‐16
Igus/OJUI‐01‐20
PBC Linear/FLN12
Igus/OJUI‐01‐24

Area,
in2
0.787
1.481
2.147
1.213
2.952

Pressure,
PSI
16.84
8.95
6.17
10.92
4.49

PV,
PSI x ft/min
2539
1349
931
1647
677

PV limit,
PSI x ft/min
9,700
9,700
9,700
20,000
9,700

Factor of
Safety
3.8
7.2
10.4
12.1
14.3

Bearing
cost
$15.39
$26.33
$43.43
$18.59
$50.63

$/FOS
point
$4.05
$3.66
$4.18
$1.53
$3.54

None of the bearing systems would be expected to fail by PV, but the Factor of Safety provides a relative
assessment of the robustness of the application. The Igus product, because of the discontinuous bore has a
relatively smaller area, resulting in higher operating pressures. A further detriment to the resultant FOS for the
Igus product is the lower PV limit. The size 20 Igus bearing approaches the FOS afforded by the PBC Linear
bearing. It has, however, an initial cost of over $360 more than the PBC Linear product, and will require
replacements within the PM cycle. The first Igus product to provide a better FOS to the PBC Linear is the size 24,
with an attendant yearly cost increase of $707.60, or 103%, refer to table 5.
Graph 2 depicts the ratios of the Factor of Safety (FOS) to the cost for the same products; essentially a
performance to cost ratio. The PBC Linear/FLN12 demonstrates a significantly higher performance to cost ratio.
Graph 2: PV FOS vs cost
Factor of Safety/Cost Analysis
0.7

0.6

FOS/Cost

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
Igus/OJUI-01-12

PBC Linear/FLN12

Igus/OJUI-01-16

Igus/OJUI-01-20

Igus/OJUI-01-24

Product Designation
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Conclusion
Two bearing technologies are explored from a tribological and application standpoint. The base technologies
consist of differences in the bearing material; PBC Linear Simplicity offers a self‐lubricating liner bonded to the
inside of an essentially cylindrical shell, Igus DryLin offers a self‐lubricating injection molded liner affixed to the
inside of a similar shell. There are further differences in geometry, the ramifications of which are explored. The
tribological and performance properties are contrasted, and then the ramifications of the properties in a typical
application are investigated. The results indicate that substantial differences in bearing life should be expected.
The two criteria for comparison in application are total wear and operating PV as a function of PV limit. In both
criteria, The PBC Linear product outperforms the Igus product. In order to match the performance of the PBC
Linear product, the Igus product needs either multiple replacements or larger size product. Both approaches
result in the incurrence of substantial cost increases. It is concluded that for this application, the PBC Linear
Simplicity with Frelon Gold is the superior candidate.
The methodology employed in this paper is suitable for other applications. Care should be taken however to
allow for other factors, should they exist, such as thermal excursions, chemical exposure, etc.
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Footnotes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pacific Bearing Linear Motion Systems Catalog, p. 51
Igus website
Pacific Bearing Linear Motion Systems Catalog, p. 51, running dry
Igus website, estimated from graph, running dry on steel
CAD models downloaded from Pacific and Igus websites
Simplicity wear calculated by linear interpolation from catalog data
Igus wear calculated by iteration in DryLin Expert 2.0
Pacific costs from quote
Igus costs from Igus website
MSC Industrial catalog, 2010/2011p. 3801

Further Information
If you’re still having difficulties, contact a PBC Linear Application Engineer to discuss your application. You can
contact an engineer directly by calling 1.800.962.8979 (from within the USA) or +1.815.389.5600 (from outside
the USA). If you prefer e‐mail, e‐mail an engineer at: appeng@pbclinear.com

Version
This is version 1 of the published white paper. It is originally published 01 December 2010.

Updates
n/a

Permissions
This whitepaper has been reprinted, with permission, from LTB Engineering. It has been formatted to fit this
template. All relevant content remains unedited and unchanged. Content: © 2010 LTB Engineering, all rights
reserved.
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